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The Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program is a network of Canadian municipal governments that have committed to reducing 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and acting on climate change. 

To help municipal fleet managers green their fleets, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) is expanding the PCP program 
with the Enviro-Fleets pilot project. Through Enviro-Fleets, FCM aims to help municipal fleet managers reduce GHG and criteria air 
contaminants emissions associated with the operation of heavy-duty diesel fleet vehicles. 

The creation of this guide would not have been possible without the generous funding support of Environment Canada and FCM’s Green 
Municipal Fund™.
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Operating heavy-duty diesel (HDD) fleets is vital to 
municipal operations. However, municipal fleets are key 
contributors to the environmental and health impacts of 
those operations. This is an important issue in an age of 
heightened civic accountability, with respect to costs, as 
well as environmental impacts – including air quality and 
harmful emissions.

On-road diesel fuel has become cleaner ever since ultra-
low sulphur diesel (ULSD) regulations of less than 15 parts 
per million (ppm) were introduced in Canada in 2006.1 
Nevertheless, burning diesel fuel continues to create 
significant carbon dioxide (CO

2
) emissions – a greenhouse 

gas (GHG) – and criteria air contaminants (CACs). CACs 
are smog- and acid rain-forming compounds. 

An astonishing 2.7 kilograms of CO
2
 are emitted per litre  

of diesel burned.2 CO
2
, like all GHGs, is a key contributor 

to climate change. Reducing its emissions slows the pace 
of global warming. Environment Canada reports that GHGs 
from transportation account for nearly 30 per cent  
of Canada’s emissions.

Emissions of CACs vary by vehicle type, usage and 
emissions control equipment. Compared with other types 
of emissions, CACs have a more immediate impact on the 
environment and human health, as outlined in Appendix A.

As Figure 1 (below) suggests, there are several ways to 
reduce vehicle emissions. 

At a high level, three key actions can lower fuel 
consumption: reducing total distance travelled, reducing 
fuel consumption per vehicle, per kilometre (i.e., increasing 
fuel efficiency of the fleet) and reducing emissions per litre 
of fuel consumed. The first two options reduce overall 
fuel use – a focus for this guide. Less fuel burned means 
fewer GHGs and CACs emitted and cost savings on fuel. 
Whether your municipality is large and urban, or a small 
town in rural Canada, the emissions solutions outlined in 
this guide will lower your environmental impact and save 
you money. Stick around...we’ll show you how!

About this guide

This best practices guide aims to help municipal fleet 
managers find cost-effective ways to reduce emissions 
from heavy-duty vehicles – Class 6 through Class 8 
vehicles with gross-vehicle weight ratings of 3,856 kg 
(8,500 pounds) or more. Typical units fitting this description 
within a municipal fleet operation include ambulances, fire 
trucks, snowplows and waste removal vehicles. These 
best practices apply to municipalities of all sizes and types 
and can be used by municipal fleet managers, mayors, 
councillors and other municipal staff. Each section of the 
guide focuses on one best practice. Sections begin with 

a description of the best practice (Tell me about it!), a 
presentation of potential costs (What will it cost me?) and 
estimated cost savings (What can I save?). As well, each 
section contains a short case study (Does it really work?). 
These case studies illustrate how the best practice has 
been implemented in a Canadian municipality, through to 
conditions for success (Conditions for success). Finally, 
each section wraps up with a list of resources (Tools) that 
can help fleet managers understand how to implement 
best practices.

Introduction

1 Reduce total  
distance travelled

Reduce 
vehicle 
supply

1a Reduce 
number of 
vehicles

Control vehicle 
use: measure  

and report

2a Change 
driver 

behaviour

Reduce 
availability  
per vehicle

1b Reduce 
distance per 

vehicle

Train and motivate

2b Low-
emission fuel

Light vehicle Efficient engine

3a Low-consumption vehicle

2 Reduce fuel consumption  
per vehicle per distance

3 Reduce emissions  
per volume of fuel

Reducing vehicle emissions
You can lower fuel 
consumption in three basic 
ways: 1) reduce total distance 
travelled; 2) reduce fuel 
consumption per vehicle, per 
kilometre (i.e., increase fleet 
fuel efficiency); and 3) reduce 
emissions per litre of fuel 
consumed.

1 Regular sulphur diesel, used for off-road applications, also contains significantly less sulphur as of October 2007 (less than 500 ppm).

2 Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) Emission Facts. http://epa.gov/oms/climate/420f05001.htm 

3 Source: Mercury Associates, Inc. and Fleet Software and Services Pty, Ltd. Fleet Management Master Class. Presentations delivered October, 2007.  
http://www.mercury-assoc.com/resources/fleet-2007-management-master-class.pdf

Figure 1:  
Reducing vehicle emissions3 
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Key steps to fleet efficiency

Fleet efficiency  

measure

Steps for key implementation For more  

information

Set a baseline 

and track fuel 

consumption.

1. Define goals and objectives.

2. Define performance measures.

3. Collect data and measure performance.

4. Evaluate the conditions and practices.

5. Re-engineer, if necessary.

Chapter 1

Lifecycle management 1. Acquire the right unit.

2. Specify for fuel economy.

3. Right-size and then dispose.

Chapter 2

Logistics 1. Optimize routes by reducing the distance  

vehicles travel.

2. Plan routes for fuel efficiency and avoid  

unnecessary stops.

3. Use route-planning technology for best results.

Chapter 3

Training and 

motivating

1. Train new and experienced drivers for  

fuel-efficient driving.

2. Enrol in government-sponsored training programs.

3. Consider motivation for continued success. 

Chapter 4

Reduce idling through 

technology. 

1. Implement idle-reduction technology.

2. Use behaviour-based approaches. 

Chapter 5

Table 1:  
Summary of best practices for reducing 
heavy-duty fleet vehicle emissions
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What’s this all about? 

Tell me about it!

You can’t manage what you can’t measure. Managing 
fleets successfully means meeting goals and objectives. 
But goals and objectives can only be met and translated 
into policy if they are measurable, measured and 
achievable.4 The first measurement that you take of your 
fleet – the baseline – serves as a point of reference from 
which other measurements can be made. Comparing your 
fleet against a standard – whether it is a baseline or a goal 
to be achieved – is benchmarking. 

 

Benchmarking is crucial for tracking  

all aspects of performance, to: 

highlight the attainment of goals and objectives 
 and areas needing improvement;

focus on underlying causes of practice or  
performance deficiencies;

determine how to make improvements;

help keep standards high;

determine costs; and

demonstrate competence and competitiveness.

Benchmarking is also a powerful tool to relieve pressure 
from increased accountability and budget restrictions.5 
Senior management can underestimate the complexity 
of fleet management and its contribution to overall 
organizational success.6 Elected officials can also give 
municipal fleets a low priority, particularly those that do not 
deliver services directly to residents of a community.7 All 
of this results in cuts to fleet replacement and increased 
outsourcing directives. The fleet manager’s challenge 
is to clearly illustrate the linkage between his or her 
organization’s services and the overall success of his or 
her jurisdiction. Benchmarking is a key tool to address all of 
these challenges.

Benchmarking is a multi-step process outlined in and 
described in Figure 2, page 6.

 

“The E3 Fleet 
Program has been 
great for helping 
us to gather and 
manage our fuel 
and emissions 
data.” 
Terry Hawkes, supervisor of  
Fleet Programs, Prince George,  
British Columbia

4 Source: Fleet Challenge Ontario’s 2008 Best Practices Manual. http://www.fleetchallenge.ca/pdfnew/FCOntario_MuncipalBestPracticesManual2008.pdf

5 Source: Paul T. Lauria. Benchmarking in an era of heightened accountability and budget constraints. Government Fleet. May/June 2003. pp 16–21.

6 Source: Paul T. Lauria. 2003.

7  Source: Sam Lamerato and Randy Owen. Strategic approaches to tight budgets. APWA Reporter. November 2003. pp 28–29.
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Step 1: Define goals and objectives. Define specific 
goals and objectives with measurable terms. Goals and 
objectives exist at several layers, so the metrics should 
mirror this. For example, if the objective is to reduce GHG 
emissions, a series of relevant measurable metrics may 
include the following:

number of vehicles in the fleet organized by class;

age of vehicles; and

fuel type used by vehicles.

Step 2: Define performance measures. This is the 
stage at which you must identify and document how you 
will compute your performance values. This step also 
allows managers to identify which data are needed for 
measurement, and to assess their availability and reliability. 
Returning to our objective of reducing GHG emissions,  
our performance measures may include:

fuel efficiency (e.g., average cost/vehicle kilometer 
travelled for each vehicle type);

number of fuel-efficient vehicles/area of service; and

number of fuel-efficient vehicles/population serviced.

Step 3: Collect data and measure performance.  
Data collection must be consistent. If the input data is 
unreliable, subsequent measures and analyses will  
also be unreliable. Raw data inputs and associated 
measurements for benchmarking could include different 
sets for different kinds of profiles:8  

Operational profile: Performance measures for assessing 
the need to alter fleet vehicles, operations and/or 
maintenance practices.

Input data examples:

tombstone (e.g., vehicle type; vehicle description);

fuel (e.g., fuel types; bi-fuel and flex fuel capacity); and

usage (e.g., hours of engine operation, season(s) of  
operation, kilometres travelled, fuel consumption; city 
versus highway driving ratio; idling time

Performance measurements examples:

GHG emissions: by unit, category and fleet; highlight 
high and low emitters;

fuel usage: by unit, category and fleet; highlight high 
and low users; and 

usage: kilometres and hours by unit, category and fleet

Asset management profile: Details operating costs, 
downtime and availability so that you can minimize downtime, 
increase availability and minimize operating costs

Input data examples:

fuel costs;

preventative maintenance and repair costs; and

number of downtime days

Performance measurements examples:

operating cost by unit, category and fleet; current,  
and all replacements made;

downtime and availability by unit, category and fleet;  
in days or dollars; and 

cost modelling (e.g., cost impact if the average  
age increased)

Step 4: Evaluate conditions and practices. Use the 
benchmark analyses to find underlying reasons for a path 
to improvement. Although statistics do not answer your 
questions, they focus your attention to areas that need 
improvement. Evaluate your organization’s processes, and 
compare them with policies and procedures of other fleet 
operations.9  

Step 5: Re-engineer the process. Your benchmarking 
process is complete. Your next step is to revise your 
policies and procedures to address improvement 
opportunities your benchmarking has highlighted.

8 Source: Roger Smith. Fleet Data Requirements, Key Performance Indicators and E3 Fleet Review. Ontario Municipal Fleet Review Program 2008 – Pilot Project Workshop. Fleet Challenge 
Ontario: http://www.fleetchallenge.ca/projects.html; and E3 Fleet Review: http://www.e3fleet.com/mc/page.do?sitePageId=38601&orgId=clcc

9 It is tempting to compare internal fleet data with that of other fleets or the industry’s. This is difficult and should be approached with great caution for two reasons (which is why this step is shaded 
in Figure 2: The benchmarking process). First, there are no standardized industry benchmarks. This means data is collected and analyzed differently across different fleets, so there is no “indus-
try” with which to compare. Second, municipal fleets differ greatly: weather, geography, population size and population dynamics dictate that the make-up of the municipal fleet of Victoria, British 
Columbia differs from that of Edmonton, Alberta. Comparing these two fleets would be like comparing apples to oranges. The most meaningful benchmarks are for internal comparisons that are 
collected and calculated consistently. Internal statistics eliminate different performance practices and take into account practices and conditions unique to each organization. 
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What will it cost me?

A comprehensive, third-party fleet review could cost 
several thousands of dollars for a large fleet. Or it could 
simply cost the review time, if you opt to do it in-house. 

E3 Fleet, a not-for-profit organization for greening fleets, 
offers Fleet Review. This program provides data reports 
– roadmaps for more-effective fleet management. Costs 
(which include an E3 membership) are based on fleet size 
and range from about $2,500 to $10,000.11 Fleet Review 
Lite offers a partial report (lifecycles emissions and intensity, 
fuel efficiency and consumption, and vehicle use, and is 
issued free of charge with membership. 

A do-it-yourself fleet review entails taking time to collect 
the data and manage its ongoing collection and synthesis. 
The time necessary for data collection depends upon 
your current data set: the more detailed and organized 
the data systems are, the faster the data collection stage 
will be. Most fleets are in varying stages of data collection 
and maintenance of their data sets. So it can take from a 
few hours or days to a couple of weeks to assemble the 
required data for the program. The time period will depend 
on the integrity and makeup of your fleet information.12

What can I save?

The value of benchmarking is in what it reveals about 
your organization’s performance. Benchmarking provides 
a roadmap to lower your GHG emissions and fuel 
consumption, which translates into lower costs. While fuel 
savings will vary widely from fleet to fleet, here are a couple 
of illustrative examples:

The Township of Langley, British Columbia, increased 
fuel efficiency by 14 per cent, reduced GHG emissions 
by 13 per cent and lowered operating costs by five per 
cent after doing a fleet review benchmarking exercise.13 

In a 2008 pilot project, Fleet Challenge Ontario  
(FCO) worked with the fleet management teams of  
12 municipalities14 to evaluate a broad range of 
specifications. These range from fuel efficiency, vehicle 
selection, maintenance techniques and asset manage-
ment, through to computer systems and end-of-cycle 
disposal of surplus vehicles. FCO completed Fleet 
Reviews for these 12 Ontario municipalities, identifying 
plans that would collectively reduce greenhouse gases 
by more than 2,500 tonnes and achieve savings of 
almost $4 million.

10 Source: Paul T. Lauria. 2003. 

11 For more information, visit www.E3fleet.com or contact E3 Fleet at info@E3fleet.com, or at 1-888-70-FLEET (1-888-703-5338). Interested parties in Ontario can contact Fleet Challenge Ontario 
at info@fleetchallenge.ca or call 1-866-312-5659. 

12 Source: Fleet Challenge Ontario. Ontario Municipal Fleet Review Program 2009. http://www.fleetchallenge.ca/projects.html#e3-2k9 

13 Source: Roger Smith. 2008.

14 Frontenac County, Greater Sudbury, Grey County, Guelph, Halliburton County, Kingsville, Niagara Region, Simcoe County, Thunder Bay, Timmins, Toronto and Windsor.

Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCan’s)  
Fuel Management 101 workshop for fleet  
managers includes training on establishing a  
baseline and developing a clear and actionable  
fuel management plan. Please refer to  
Chapter 4 of this guide for further details.

5 Re-engineer  
processes

The benchmarking  
process is a 
feedback loop 
comprising five 
basic steps.

1 Define objectives

4 Evaluate conditions  
and practices

2 Define performance measures

Benchmarking

Figure 2:  
The benchmarking process10 

3 Collect data and 
measure performance
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Does it really work?

In short, yes! If you regularly and consistently collect and 
analyze your heavy-duty fleet data, then benchmarking will 
tell you where you are headed, and how close you are to 
reaching your goals. The challenge for so many municipal 
fleet managers is to benchmark with limited resources.

In Nova Scotia, many municipalities, both small and large, 
are working with Clean Nova Scotia15 through the Fleetwiser 
Pilot Project to address this challenge. Participating fleet 
managers and operators are receiving free consultation, 
training, and resources toward producing measureable 
efficiency improvements. These improvements will be 
directly translated into reductions of GHG emissions. The 
knowledge and tools gained from this pilot project will be 
used, as appropriate, to improve the fuel efficiency of other 
interested fleets. 

The participating municipalities have collected  
quantitative baseline data, including:

fuel consumption;

mileage;

operating hours; and 

idling time per vehicle.

This baseline will then be monitored monthly and 
compared with data emerging after efficiency measures, 
such as driver training, are introduced. Even though  
data collection has just started, the Town of Wolfville,  
Nova Scotia, has already identified vehicles in its fleet  
that spend most of their time sitting idle in the municipal 
yard. These vehicles are being considered as candidates 
for replacement. 

In addition to quantitative data, Fleetwiser also collects 
qualitative data: fleet policy documents, maintenance 
practices, vehicle duty cycles, routes, depot locations 
and the number of drivers per vehicle. Ongoing input from 
fleet operators and maintenance and support personnel is 
essential to continually gauge the human side of fuel and 
cost-efficiency gains.

Fleetwiser is developing a website to provide assistance 
with benchmarking, associated fleet efficiency tools and 
resources to interested fleet managers across the country. 
Watch the Clean Nova Scotia website for updates! 

Conditions for success

Gathering data is critical for any benchmarking exercise. 
The quality of the analysis and policy follow directly from 
the quality of data. To compare internal fleet performance 
with that of other fleets, or the industry, great care must 
be taken to ensure consistency among: a) the mixture of 
vehicle classes and vehicle types between fleets; b) data 
collection methods between fleets; and c) performance 
measurements. Maintaining the data, through ongoing 
data capture or by repeating the data collection process 
at predefined intervals, helps you track progress achieved 
resulting from revised policies and procedures.

Of course, benchmarking results can be boosted through 
commitment and buy-in at all levels: council, administrative 
staff, managers and operators. Senior management buy-in 
is especially important, because benchmarking requires 

financial, material and human resources – particularly in the 
initial phase of collecting baseline data. 

Even when there is no institutional support, benchmarking 
is a powerful tool. Industrious fleet managers can use 
benchmarking to counter the pressures of smaller budgets 
and higher accountability. Benchmarking can help 
overcome the challenge of linking the fleet’s services with 
the overall success of the municipal organization. This will 
help prevent senior management from underestimating the 
fleet’s contribution to the overall organizational success. It 
will also help keep fleets on elected officials’ radar.16 

15 Clean Nova Scotia is a not-for-profit environmental organization.

16 Source: Sam Lamerato and Randy Owen. Strategic approaches to tight budgets. APWA Reporter. November 2003, pp. 28–29.
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Tools

Recommendations

To increase the fuel efficiency of your fleet, and to decrease 
operating costs, start by establishing a baseline. Look 
closely at your fleet data to assess where opportunities 
exist. This will give you the information you need to develop 
a plan, and to “sell” it to senior management. Estimates 

of up-front capital investments can be compared against 
expected fuel savings – and cost savings – to generate an 
estimated payback period and potential net savings going 
forward. Let the numbers do the talking!

E3 Fleet offers Fleet Review tools and a GHG calculator:

Fleet Review Tool: http://www.e3fleet.com/mc/page.do?sitePageId=38601&orgId=clcc

Fleet Review Lite: http://www.e3fleet.com/mc/page.do?sitePageId=96652&orgId=clcc

Fuel GHG Calculator: http://www.e3fleet.com/mc/page.do?sitePageId=34936&orgId=clcc

Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) offers:

Fuel Management 101 training in benchmarking: http://fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca/index.cfm?fuseaction=fleetsmart.workshop

Fuel calculator: http://fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca/index.cfm?fuseaction=fleetsmart.fuel_calc

The Town of Oakville’s Sustainable Green Fleet Guide (2009) provides an excellent benchmarking example. 
 Check it out at: http://www.oakville.ca/Media_Files/2009SustainableGreenFleetGuide.pdf 

FleetWiser plans to launch a “how to” website for benchmarking and fleet efficiency. Watch for updates at:  
http://www.clean.ns.ca/content/Sustainable_Fleet

Supporting sustainable transportation:  
FCM’s Green Municipal FundTM 

The Government of Canada endowed the Federation 
of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) with $550 million 
to establish the Green Municipal Fund™ (GMF). 
The Fund provides below-market loans and grants 
for municipal environmental projects, including 
sustainable transportation initiatives. 

Find out more at www.fcm.ca/gmf. 
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What’s this all about?

Tell me about it!

Lifecycle management is about managing a vehicle from 

purchase through to disposal. It involves striking the right 

balance between operational needs and lifecycle costs. Its 

impact on fuel use and emissions starts when the vehicle 

specification is first being compiled, and doesn’t end until 

the decision to dispose17 of the vehicle is finalized.

It is necessary to obtain the right equipment to do a job. An 

under-specified unit can waste fuel by having to work harder 

than necessary to perform the same task. An over-specified 

unit can waste fuel by moving a vehicle that is heavier, larger 

or more powerful than required. Older vehicles – because 

of decreased component life and old technology – emit 

more pollutants and use more fuel than a newer unit of the 

same type. Newer vehicle models often feature advanced 

technology that reduces fuel use and emissions.

But how do you make the right vehicle purchase? And  

how do you decide when to replace a unit? Or dispose  

of unnecessary equipment?

Acquiring the right unit

There is an endless variety of assignments – tree cutting, 

towing and snowplowing are examples – a municipality 

undertakes in servicing the public. Each task may involve a 

specialized piece of equipment. Spec’ing the appropriate 

equipment is the fleet manager’s challenge.

To understand clients’ business needs, fleet managers 

and their technical staff should closely consult client 

stakeholders, including managers and equipment 

operators. Focus groups, interviews and surveys can help 

determine specific tasks each client undertakes. The fleet 

manager can then recommend equipment types that may 

meet clients’ needs, by translating these tasks into technical 

specifications. He or she must ensure the equipment can 

perform the task efficiently, using the least amount of fuel 

possible and emitting the least amount of pollutants.

Fleet managers who understand the exact needs of end 

users will avoid over- and under-specification issues.

Specifying for fuel economy

To specify for fuel economy, the technical specification 

writer must communicate to the supplier community 

the expected duty cycle, intended application, weight 

considerations, towing needs, required speed and types 

of drivers. Suppliers will use this information, along with tire 

size needs, to determine a recommended transmission, 

engine type, engine rating and axle configuration for 

the greatest fuel-efficient specification. In part, because 

legislated requirements for fuel economies have tightened 

through the years, a vehicle’s drive train components are 

today much more critical in specifying for fuel economy.18 

In specifying a drive train for top fuel-efficient operation, the 

engine is the most critical component. The vehicle must 

be geared to operate as long as possible in the most fuel-

efficient part of the engine’s fuel map. The transmission, 

rear-axle ratio and tire size must be appropriately specified 

to ensure the vehicle – based on its intended application 

– will spend the most amount of time in the most fuel-

efficient part of the fuel map. The technical specification 

writer must engage the supplier community to help develop 

fuel-efficient specifications. 

As well, the technical specification writer and purchasing 

agent must work together to include sustainable provisions 

and lifecycle cost elements, including operating costs, in 

the vehicle specification. Including these metrics in supplier 

evaluations helps ensure the acquired vehicle operates 

efficiently during its expected life. 

17 Consider recycling your expired vehicles. Visit the Automotive Recyclers of Canada website for more information on recycling your vehicles and to find a local recycler: http://www.autorecyclers.ca/

18 Source: Big Truck TV episode. http://www.bigtrucktv.com/item.aspx?e_dd_fuel_efficiency

“I think that one of the 
easiest ways fleets can 
reduce their emissions is 
to reduce consumption. 
Fleets first need to take a 
look at how they operate 
and determine if they can 
operate more efficiently, 
before they look at retrofits, 
add-ons, etc.” 
Stuart Klein, fleet superintendent, Delta, B.C.
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When is disposal the right choice?

Leading fleets identify units for replacement based on 

defensible replacement criteria and procedures. The 

creation of a point-based system for replacement helps 

these fleets identify potential replacement units. By 

assigning values to age, use (kilometres or hours), type 

of service, reliability, historical preventative and corrective 

maintenance costs, as well as current vehicle condition, 

these fleets can create a priority replacement list. These 

fleets can then ensure older, more-polluting vehicles are 

taken out of service at the right time. 

Striking the balance between operational needs and fleet 

composition is critical. Deciding on vehicle replacement 

can be challenging. Ideally, a unit should be replaced when 

the capital cost curve (decreasing over time) and operating 

cost curve (increasing over time) are minimized, as shown 

in Figure 3. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that, over time, 

total capital costs associated with a vehicle decrease, 

while total operating costs increase. The point at which 

total operating costs equal total capital costs is the optimal 

time to replace a vehicle. This is the point at which the total 

cost of ownership is minimized.

Figure 3:  
Economic theory of vehicle replacement19

 

Fleet managers should perform regular right-sizing studies 

to determine whether the fleet’s makeup can adequately 

support operations. The primary goal of these studies is 

to reduce the size and associated costs of a fleet in the 

short term, by determining which fleet units are underused. 

These studies also confirm whether the fleet mix and 

size are correct. A right-sized fleet is efficient and agile 

– the number and size of units must support business 

objectives. Fleet managers need to sell the benefits of 

right-sizing to other municipal departments that use the 

vehicles and may be resistant to change. 

A basic right-sizing study would compile fleet inventory 

and usage information and use this information to identify 

under-used units as candidates for disposal. The fleet 

manager can then work with the end user to assess 

whether the unit is required to support operations; how the 

unit can be better used by the department or shared with 

other departments; or whether the unit can be disposed.

A right-sizing study may also show operational needs are 

not being met with the current fleet mix, composition or unit 

deployment. Careful consideration should be given before 

increasing fleet size through fleet growth. In particular, all 

other ways to increase fleet use should be investigated 

before absorbing additional units into a fleet.

What will it cost me?

The costs of operating a leading vehicle specification 

program and properly managing replacements, disposals 

and growth in a fleet management program depend on 

the fleet in question. Costs are often at the mercy of a 

municipal funding envelope (for instance, the need to 

replace equipment with deferred maintenance). The 

particular needs of a fleet organization depend on fleet size 

and composition, use, geographic location, information-

technology infrastructure and available human resources. 

Operating

Total

Capital

Time/Usage

C
o
s
t

19  Source: Mercury Associates, Inc. 2007, pp. 24, 27, 28, 29, 42.
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The cost of using outside service providers, or internal 

staff, to prepare a fleet right-sizing study depends on how 

long the analysis takes. In particular, the size of the fleet 

being analyzed, quality of underlying data sources and 

effort required to collect data will impact costs. Other costs 

will depend on the study’s outcome and may include time 

and effort to generate buy-in, redeploy assets and dispose 

of equipment.

Greening a fleet will likely increase capital purchase costs. 

However, operating costs – also known as lifecycle costs – 

of using green equipment should reduce the increased initial 

capital outlay. To help rationalize benefits of operating green 

equipment, use a lifecycle cost accounting procedure. 

This procedure considers purchase price, operating costs, 

lifespan and disposal costs, as well as environmental, health 

and social costs of acquiring green vehicles. 

What can I save?

A leading vehicle specification program will ultimately result 

in a fleet comprised of the right mix and size of units, to 

properly support business operations. Vehicles will not be 

equipped with unnecessary features. Oversized assets 

will have to be justified. All costs associated with an over-

sized and feature-full fleet can, in fact, be avoided. These 

avoided costs are savings the fleet manager can deploy 

in more-effective ways – perhaps by allocating funding to 

green equipment purchases. 

Newer vehicles typically burn less fuel and emit less 

pollutants than their older counterparts. By replacing older 

units with their new equivalent, operating costs, especially 

related to fuel use, can be avoided. The increased capital 

cost of green equipment, especially hybrids, is often 

offset by viewing the vehicle’s entire lifecycle. In some 

cases, green vehicles will burn fuel other than regular 

gasoline or diesel. In these cases, it is imperative the fleet 

manager considers environmental savings (reduced GHGs 

and reduced smog-causing pollutants). Understanding 

lifecycle costs related to green equipment and considering 

environmental, health and social costs may help you gain a 

true picture of potential savings.

A right-sized fleet makes both economic and 
environmental sense. It avoids unnecessary 
maintenance costs and other costs associated with 
keeping unnecessary vehicles in active fleet use. A 
right-sized fleet may often use less fuel in totality and 
result in overall fuel savings and less GHG emissions. 
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Does it really work?

In 2004, the City of Toronto first published a Green Fleet 

Transition Plan. The intended purpose of the plan was 

to reduce the city’s carbon-dioxide equivalent emissions 

by 10 to 15 million kilograms. The plan covered the 

period from 2004 to 2007 and was the city’s attempt 

at systematically greening its fleet. The plan offered 

affordable, sustainable and renewable strategies for 

greening municipal fleet operations.

A significant component of the 2004-2007 Green Fleet 

Transition Plan was an ongoing commitment to work with 

client departments – for instance, fire services, water, solid 

waste, public health and other administrative divisions – to 

find fleet efficiencies. Optimizing engine sizes and vehicle 

weights, and outfitting and standardizing fleet specifications 

across departments are key methods. This work continues 

today. Through this initiative, the City of Toronto has 

meaningful talks with client departments about operational 

objectives and equipment needs. The city has committed 

to providing client departments with equipment that meets 

but does not exceed operational requirements.

A right-sizing strategy undertaken by the City of Toronto is 

further emphasized as part of its 2008-2011 Green Fleet 

Plan. The City of Toronto continues to contain fleet size and  

purchase fuel-efficient and right-sized vehicles as standard 

practice across divisions. Because of this, the City of 

Toronto will no longer replace equipment with a similar  

unit without further investigation. The city recognizes 

operational requirements may have changed and original 

equipment may no longer meet operational objectives 

as efficiently as another unit. Furthermore, a right-sizing 

strategy recognizes technology is pivotal to municipal fleet 

operations; and new units are often more fuel efficient and 

emit less than older units.

A right-sizing strategy is fundamental to the City of 

Toronto’s vehicle specification process. The city is forward 

thinking: it is containing fleet size by reducing fleet units, 

optimizing kilometres travelled and encouraging client 

departments to use vehicles more efficiently. Just as 

importantly, the city is determined to purchase the right 

vehicle for the job in the first place. City staff specifies 

smaller, more efficient units and purchases the most fuel-

efficient (or lowest-emitting vehicle), commercially available 

units that meet operational needs. The City of Toronto is a 

real-world example of end-to-end lifecycle management!

Conditions for success

Acquiring the right unit for the job requires that vehicle 

specification staff work closely with end users. The 

vehicle specification process should enable the end user 

to communicate the business objective to the technical 

specification writer. The writer and end user must work 

closely. That way, the writer can fully understand the end 

user’s business needs; and the end user can understand 

the impact vehicle choice has on fuel efficiency and 

lifecycle costs.

A right-sizing study may indicate the need for earlier-

than-expected replacement of fleet units. Solid data, 

accompanied by comprehensive analysis, will help “sell” 

this to senior management.

A right-sizing strategy recognizes technology is pivotal 
to municipal fleet operations; and new units are often 
more fuel efficient and emit less than older units.
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Tools

Recommendations

Undertake a right-sizing study to identify under-used equipment. Talk to end users, and educate them about the benefits of 

increasing fleet utilization. Which units are under-used? Why? 

Use information gathered about business needs to support a vehicle specification and procurement strategy that avoids 

model and feature creep and ensures the right vehicle for the job is acquired.

Making the Case for an Effective Fleet Replacement Program, June 22, 2010

Report prepared by Mercury Associates for United States Government Fleet Expo & Conference: 

http://www.mercury-assoc.com/resources/case-for-effective-fleet-replacement.pdf

How to Develop Performance-Based Vehicle and Equipment Specifications, October 2003

Article written by Mercury Associates for Government Fleet magazine: 

http://www.mercury-assoc.com/resources/performance-based-specifications.pdf

Spec’ing for Fuel Economy 

Video discussing the benefits of spec’ing for fuel economy, presented by the Manager of Technical Sales at Detroit 

Diesel: http://www.bigtrucktv.com/item.aspx?e_dd_fuel_efficiency

Lifecycle Analysis

Lifecycle Analysis is addressed in a clear and comprehensive manner in Fleet Challenge Ontario’s 2008 Best Practices 

Manual: http://www.fleetchallenge.ca/pdfnew/FCOntario_MuncipalBestPracticesManual2008.pdf 

Ahead of the Wave: A Guide to Sustainable Asset Management for Canadian Municipalities

A key focus is the development of a “sustainability model” and its use as a tool for high level management decisions, 

particularly related to long-term, sustainable investment needs for these municipal assets. 

http://gmf.fcm.ca/capacity_building/sustainable_community_planning/default.asp 

BC Climate Action Toolkit – Vehicle and Fleet Right-Sizing

Primers on right-sizing a fleet and purchasing fuel-efficient vehicles: 

http://www.toolkit.bc.ca/tool/vehicle-right-sizing 

http://www.toolkit.bc.ca/tool/fuel-efficient-vehicle-purchasing-strategies
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What’s this all about?

Tell me about it!

Logistics is all about optimizing the use of every vehicle 

at all points on its route. For municipal vehicles, this is 

typically accomplished by finding the most efficient  

route possible.

What factors make a route efficient?

The most obvious way route efficiency can be improved is 

by reducing the distance a vehicle travels. A vehicle that 

criss-crosses the city several times a day will travel more 

kilometres and use more fuel than a vehicle that proceeds 

along a well-planned route with no double-backs.

Selecting the type of road route being travelled – be it  

flat, a four-lane highway or a more mountainous route –  

can also improve route efficiency. Stop-and-go traffic,  

uneven road surfaces or hilly terrain cause fuel 

consumption to increase. 

As Table 2 shows, fuel economy can be more than 

doubled when driving through a busy city centre, as 

compared to driving at steady speed on a flat highway. 

While your municipality may not have this diversity of 

route types, it nonetheless shows the potentially dramatic 

impacts of choosing a more fuel-efficient road type where 

practicable. This may include avoiding cutting through 

downtown core areas, or choosing flat over hilly routes.

Finally, avoiding unnecessary stops, particularly if the 

vehicle is idled regularly, will improve a route’s efficiency.

Table 2:  
Effect of route on fuel economy [miles per gallon (MPG)] 

How can technology help?

Optimizing the route of any heavy truck is a complex 

problem that requires knowledge about (to name a few):

geographic points of origin and destination;

size and weight of vehicle;

purpose of vehicle;

speed limits;

tolls (if applicable);

road restrictions based on weight and type of freight; 
and

type of terrain.

Manual route planning requires that drivers use maps and 

their experience to determine appropriate roads to use. This 

is a time-consuming process that relies on the accuracy 

of printed material and the driver’s memory. Even when a 

fuel-efficient route has been planned, if a driver doesn’t 

hear about unexpected congestion (due to construction 

or accidents) from radio reports, the driver could be stuck 

idling in traffic until the congestion clears. Efficiency, in terms 

of fuel consumption, on-time service and hours of work, 

can be compromised under this type of system.

This level of effort and reliance on maps and driver 

experience are no longer necessary, thanks to the vast 

array of vehicle tracking technology available to municipal 

fleet managers. Vehicle tracking technology typically falls 

into one of two categories:

global positioning system (GPS) navigation, which 

relies on satellite- or cellular-based data to provide loca-

tion information directly to the driver within the vehicle; 

or

automated vehicle locating (AVL) and monitoring 

systems, which are similar to GPS. The difference is 

the AVL systems also allow the vehicle to transmit data 

such as location, route, speed and performance back 

to headquarters. This may be done in real time or at the 

end of the shift.

Both technologies allow drivers to easily identify the best 

route to take, based on accurate and real-time data. 

AVL systems offer additional benefits of increasing 

employee productivity – drivers who know their routes are 

being tracked are “less likely to stop for unauthorized coffee 

breaks, wander outside of their service territory to run 

personal errands, or run up overtime costs because they 

were ‘stuck in traffic’ returning to the home base at the end 

of the day.”20 AVL systems may also provide insight into 

the driving styles of individual vehicle operators, allowing 

for tracking of fuel-efficient driving style, and helping to 

identify safety concerns. It should be noted that drivers 

tend to be resistant to being tracked. Maintaining clear and 

honest communication about the reasons for this approach 

(improving fuel efficiency) can help to obtain buy-in.

If you 

use:

Versus MPG  

improves

Flat 

4-lane + 

highway

Flat 2-lane highway 4-11%

Flat 

4-lane + 

highway

Mountainous 4-lane  

+ highway

4-18%

Flat 

4-lane + 

highway

Suburban route with  

stop and go

25-35%

Flat 4-lane 

+ highway

Urban route with  

100% stop and go

45-165%

20 Source: Paul T. Lauria. Are We There Yet? Inc. Magazine. May 2005.  

http://www.inc.com/articles/2005/05/tracking.html 
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What will it cost me?

Québéc City recently began using GPS units and route 

optimization software to increase the efficiency of its fleet 

of snow removal machines. Units were supplied by Grey 

Island Systems International Inc., at a cost of $800 per 

unit. In-house installation cost $300 to $500 per unit. Total 

investment costs for the project will be around $2.8 million 

for a fleet of some 1,200 vehicles.

The largest component of the project’s cost to date, 

however, has been cell phone air time. In the first year,  

cell phone costs were close to $800,000, for just over 

1,000 vehicles. (The GPS units communicate with 

headquarters and relay data via the cellular network.) The 

city’s Information Technology department is now assessing 

the cost of setting up its own network as a possible  

cost-savings option.

What can I save?

Reports of fuel savings achieved through computerized 

vehicle routing technology are based primarily on long-haul 

truck use. Technology manufacturers claim savings of  

10 per cent21 to 25 per cent.22 Impartial studies have found 

this to be closer to between five and 10 per cent.23

If an average truck in your fleet travels 15,000 kms per 

year, and you reduced the distance by just five per cent, 

you would save 750 kms/per year. In a fleet of 100 trucks, 

that would amount to 75,000 wasted kilometres, at a cost 

of more than $40,000!

Does it really work?

Jean Perron, fleet manager for the City of Québec,  

recently shared his fleet’s experience with GPS units 

installed in the city’s 300-plus snow removal machines.

When the city established a 10 per cent energy  

reduction target in all municipal operations, fleet staff 

began to research options. A decision was made to 

target snow removal machines. These account for a 

large part of the fleet’s fuel consumption. A conversation 

with representatives of the City of Trois-Rivères, Quebec, 

convinced staff that installing GPS units was the way to 

go. Trois-Rivères had achieved a 10 per cent reduction in 

fuel use through GPS. Other benefits included improved 

customer relations with homeowners.

Québec City developed a three-year plan to install GPS 

units in each of its 300 snow removal machines. As 

well, GPS units were to be required, at the contractors’ 

expense, in the additional 700 or so snow removal 

machines used by contractors to plow city streets. The 

GPS units serve two purposes:

Operational: Five on-board sensors collect data and 

report on when the plow is down, when road salt is 

being dispersed (and its flow), the exact location of the 

vehicle and its speed.

Mechanical: Additional sensors report information such 

as rotations per minute (rpm), torque drive and fluid 

levels (which can highlight developing problems before 

they’re full blown).

Implementation began a year ago. Fleet staff immediately 

realized there was significant duplication of effort within the 

fleet. Numerous examples were discovered of the same 

areas being plowed twice or more in a short time period. 

Immediate modifications to routes and policies led to an 

overall reduction in operating time and kilometres travelled.

Additional benefits to customer service have been gained 

through this initiative. The data gathered via the GPS units 

allow quick and accurate responses to homeowners’ 

enquiries about when their streets will be plowed, and 

complaints regarding property damage.

21 Source: The Descartes Systems Group, Inc. Product Information: Route Planner™. http://www.descartes.com/resources/solutions/route_planner.pdf 

22 Source: Promiles Software Development Company. http://www.promilesxf.com/FuelOpt/#features 

23 Source: McKinnon et al., “Assessment of Opportunities for Rationalizing Freight Transport,” Logistics Research Centre, February 2004.  

http://www.transport-research.info/Upload/Documents/200511/20051129_132808_49460_FIT_Final_Report.pdf 
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Kelowna, B.C.’s School District 23 recently installed 
a tracking system on its fleet of more than 50 units. 
Director of Operations Alan Cumbers reports, “It’s 
simple to use and requires a low amount of training.” 
Operations Manager Grant Davidson adds, “We 
know what our staff are doing now, and we can see 
how much it will do as we become more comfortable 
with it. There is value here.”24 

The city is only a year into the three-year initiative and will 

not compile results until the end of the study. However, 

initial results are very encouraging. Jean Perron feels 

confident the city will meet its goal of a 10 per cent 

reduction in fuel consumption. The city is already 

considering installing similar GPS units throughout the on-

road fleet, currently focusing on street sweepers. Drivers 

have been receptive to the installation and use of the new 

technology, thanks to clear and honest communication 

about the reasons for the initiative.

Conditions for success

Driver buy-in is important. Snowplow drivers in Québec 

City were initially concerned about layoffs when they were 

told of plans to reduce fuel use by installing GPS units. 

Fleet staff reassured them no layoffs were planned, and 

highlighted additional benefits of the new technology – 

namely, the security of operators. Throughout the initiative’s 

implementation, drivers have been kept well informed 

of the hows, whats, wheres and whys. This proactive 

communication approach has ensured buy-in from drivers, 

across the board. 

Tools

GPS and AVL systems explained: 

http://www.fleettrackingspecialist.com 

http://www.vehiclelocationsystem.com/AVL%20Explained.htm

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/0,,sid9_gci523967,00.html 

Recommendations

If you are considering using vehicle tracking technology to 

optimize route planning, think about starting with just one 

vehicle type. Look at the operational profiles within your 

fleet: does one type of vehicle in particular log a high 

number of kilometres? That would likely be a great starting 

point for your own pilot project. See for yourself how much 

fuel you save! 

24 Source: Nero Global Inc. GPS Success Stories. http://www.neroglobal.com/fleettracking-casestudies.htm 
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What’s this all about?

Tell me about it!

Skills and safety training are obvious requirements for 

vehicle operators in heavy-duty municipal fleets. But 

did you know fuel-efficiency training can improve the 

performance of even highly experienced drivers?

The basic tenets of fuel-efficient driving are:

Progressive shift:

Start out in a gear that doesn’t require using the 

throttle when releasing the clutch.

Shift up at very low rpm. 

Block shift where possible. (For example, shift from 

third to fifth gear.)

Maintain a steady speed while driving:

Use cruise control where appropriate.

Anticipate traffic flow.

Coast where possible.

Brake and accelerate smoothly and gradually.

Avoid unnecessary idling.

There is a number of fuel-efficient driver training programs 

available in Canada. Key among these is NRCan’s 

SmartDriver training. Fleet managers who count transit 

buses as part of their fleet can check out SmartDriver for 

Transit, delivered in conjunction with the Canadian Urban 

Transit Association. The SmartDriver for Highway Trucking 

program (which, despite the name, applies to municipal 

heavy duty fleets) is a comprehensive, interactive, full-day 

(eight-hour) session geared to drivers. It consists of four 

two-hour modules:

Factors that affect fuel efficiency: This module high-

lights fuel types, how key truck components affect fuel 

efficiency and how road conditions, weather and route 

planning affect performance. Information on spec’ing 

tires, components and accessories for maximum fuel 

efficiency is also included.

Vehicle care and inspections: Through this module, 

participants learn the importance of maintenance, and 

how routine pre- and post-trip practices and checks 

can help catch issues early.

Driving practices and recommendations: This module 

outlines starting techniques, revving, cold-start idling, 

managing idling time, horsepower and torque, clutch-

ing, progressive shifting, skip shifting, engine lugging, 

speed, engine retarders and engine cool down.

Smart driving for fuel efficiency: Included in this module 

are making good driving decisions, patience and skill in 

dealing with non-professional drivers on the road and 

adjusting for road conditions. 

Training and motivation need to start at the top.

NRCan also offers Fuel Management 101, a program 

similar to SmartDriver, but geared to fleet managers. Topics 

addressed include:

creating a fleet inventory and establishing a fuel use 

baseline;

identifying fuel savings options, evaluating the costs 

and benefits of each, prioritizing options and develop-

ing a clear and compelling case for implementing new 

strategies;

creating and implementing an action plan; and

analyzing performance.

Studies have shown initial fuel savings achieved through 

driver training can diminish over time once the training 

ends. This is where motivation comes in!

Several strategies are available to maintain fuel-efficient 

driving techniques once the training is over.

Vehicle instrumentation, such as on-board computers that 

report fuel consumption, can maintain driver awareness. 

Vehicle tracking systems record fuel consumption, speed 

and other indicators of driving style. They also provide data 

to fleet managers via mobile communication systems. This 

information can feed into reward programs for drivers who 

continue to practice fuel-efficient driving techniques, and 

perhaps allow for reminders for those that do not. 

Rewards and incentives 

Recognition for a job well done needn’t be elaborate or 

expensive. For example, Edmonton Transit personalized 

its “Limited Idle Policy” posters by featuring photos of 

actual fleet drivers. Edmonton Transit does regular spot 

checks and awards Starbucks gift certificates to operators 

practising shutdown procedures. These incentives are 

doable even within the confines of possible union and 

municipality regulations about providing incentives.

Some municipalities have participated in friendly 

competitions with similarly sized fleets. These are based 

around overall reductions in fuel consumption, or more 

specific approaches such as idle reduction. These fleet 

challenges provide a fun way to engage drivers and 

demonstrate potential impacts of behaviour changes.
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Other ways to motivate drivers:

incorporate fuel-efficient driving techniques and anti-
idling information in operators’ manuals;

distribute communications materials, such as posters, 
flyers and windshield decals, as reminders of fuel-effi-
cient driving techniques. Below is an NRCan example.

include articles in employee newsletters, keeping 
vehicle operators updated on fuel savings achieved to 
date, and featuring “model” drivers; and

communicate fuel-saving fleet initiatives to staff and  
to the public, to increase accountability and set a  
positive example.

Figure 4:  
NRCan’s idle-reduction reminder decals

Decals from NRCan’s Idle Free Zone, a ready-made 
vehicle idling campaign.

What will it cost me?

SmartDriver and Fuel Management 101 workshops are 
currently offered free of charge by NRCan. A participation 
fee may apply if the course is hosted by a separate 
organization.

Both workshops are available in two formats: public  
training sessions or in-house training sessions. 

Public training sessions are generally delivered in part-
nership with a host organization, such as a provincial 
trucking association. A participation fee is charged 
directly by the host organization to cover the cost of 
administering the registration and providing hospitality 
(food and beverage). The fee ranges from $25 to $125.

In-house training sessions are not open to the public. 
They are delivered to in-house professional drivers only. 
There is generally no attendance fee charged for these 
sessions. But the organization is responsible for supply-
ing hospitality (food and beverage).

For large organizations, NRCan provides a “train the trainer” 
service: an NRCan master trainer trains an organization’s 
in-house trainer. That way, the organization can offer the 
course to employees as and when they like. NRCan will 
cover training fees and travel costs, hotel and seminar 
space and equipment costs. The organization is only asked 
to absorb the hospitality costs of holding the session.

In 2001, the City of Edmonton designed and implemented 
Fuel $ense, a fuel efficiency training program for drivers. In 
its first year, the program targeted the 700 drivers logging 
the highest fuel consumption in city vehicles. Today, every 
vehicle operator is required to undergo the training. The 
first-year start-up costs totalled close to $60,000, with 
the bulk of the budget going toward staffing the program. 
Now that the program is up and running, it is offered to 
other City of Edmonton departments at a cost of $600 per 
course. This is more than covered by the cost savings. 
See “Does it really work” for more details about this project!

What can I save?

Based on data gathered by the SmartDriver program from 
40 fleets representing 10,000 trucks, SmartDriver training 
can reduce fuel consumption by five to 10 per cent. The 
US EPA’s equivalent training program, Smartway, reports 
average fuel savings of about five per cent. Similarly, 
EcoDriving studies in Europe have recorded fuel efficiency 
gains in the five to 10 per cent range.25

Fuel consumption varies greatly between fleets, and even 
among vehicle types within a single fleet, as you know. 
Let’s look at an example. If a heavy-duty diesel vehicle in 
your municipal fleet typically consumes 10,000 litres of 
fuel per year, you can save between 500 and 1,000 litres 
(five to 10 per cent) of fuel per year. This would amount to 
about $1,000 annually per vehicle!

  

25  Source: Natural Resources Canada. 2010.
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Does it really work?

Yes! The City of Edmonton can potentially save up to 
350,000 litres of fuel a year, thanks to a fuel-efficient driver 
training program!

In March 2001, Edmonton’s Asset Management and Public 
Works (AMPW) Department developed and implemented 
Fuel $ense, a driver training program targeting high-volume 
users, and including both light and heavy-duty vehicles. 
The program was designed and developed in-house. It 
was initiated as part of the City’s corporate sustainability 
policies and related commitments, and also in response to 
rising fuel costs.

Fuel $ense is a four-hour course. One-half is taught in the 
classroom; the other half is taught on-road, on city streets. 
The on-road portion comes first: drivers experience how 
much fuel can be saved when they drive the course in a 
vehicle equipped with a fuel flow gauge. Each driver makes 
two trips. The first time around, the driver is instructed to 
drive as usual. On the second run, a training team member 
coaches the driver on fuel-efficient driving techniques. The 
gauge provides a continuous estimate of the fuel being 
used and allows a direct comparison of driving techniques. 
Drivers see an average 11 per cent reduction in fuel 
consumption on the second lap. Some drivers reduce fuel 
use in the second lap by as much as 40 per cent! 

The on-road session is followed by classroom training, 
to further highlight fuel-efficient driving techniques whose 
impacts were convincingly demonstrated on road. 
Participants are reminded that these fuel-saving driving 
habits also apply when they are driving their personal 
vehicles. Both the cost savings and the environmental 
impacts of fuel-efficient driving are taught in the classroom.

Graduates of the Fuel $ense program are encouraged 
to continue implementing what they’ve learned, thanks 
to recognition in the form of profiles in internal and city 
newsletters.

More than 450 operators have attended the course in 
2010 to date. Over the course of the training, operators 
improved fuel efficiency by 10 per cent.

Obtaining buy-in

Internally, promotion of the new program began with the 
approval process: various documents were produced to 
solicit support from senior management for the program. 
A range of media was used to introduce it to city staff, 
including:

posters; 

newsletter articles; and

brochures distributed to supervisors and foremen and 
with all new or renewed operators’ permits.

The program was also promoted externally to all residents 
of Edmonton. Full media relations components highlighted 
the program both before implementation, and after results 
were tabulated. A formal event kick-off attended by senior 
administration and elected officials, as well as by a  
broad cross-section of department staff, brought good 
media response.
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Conditions for success

Buy-in is extremely important, starting at the top. A 
workshop such as NRCan’s Fuel Management 101 is 
ideally suited to include upper management, maintenance 
managers, fleet supervisors and even some operators. 
It provides an ideal opportunity to gather stakeholders to 
promote fleet efficiency. Edmonton City Manager Al Maurer 
says, “I am really excited about the potential of this new 
program. Fuel $ense will bring real savings and benefits 
to the corporation and to drivers themselves. Our senior 
management team fully supports this program and is 
encouraging all drivers to participate.”

Buy-in from drivers is equally important. Driver training 
should be followed up with reminders, possibly in the form 
of recognition, to keep them motivated!

Flexibility is important for busy fleet personnel. A full-day 
course doesn’t need to be delivered in a single day. 
Consider weekly, early morning or lunchtime sessions. 
Or break the material into a couple of half-day chunks for 
easier scheduling.

Does your Enviro-Fleets initiative merit national recognition?  

The FCM Sustainable Community Awards celebrate excellence in sustainable community development 

by highlighting the best municipal initiatives that link environmental, social and economic goals. Eligible 

initiatives include municipally led sustainable development programs and projects. 

Awards are granted in nine categories: Brownfields, Buildings, Energy, Integrated neighbourhood 
development, Planning, Residential development, Transportation, Waste and Water. Normally, the 
Awards program must receive your application by early November. Winners are contacted in December 
and announced at FCM’s annual Sustainable Communities Conference in February.

For more information, e-mail awards@fcm.ca.   
www.fcm.ca/Awards

FCM Sustainable Community Awards 
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NRCan’s Fuel Management 101 and SmartDriver for Highway Trucking upcoming training courses are listed online: 
http://fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca/ 

SmartDriver for Transit: http://www.smartdriverfortransit.com/ 

The University of Toronto Driver Training Program provides a training checklist:  
http://www.fs.utoronto.ca/recycle/greening/driver.htm 

Tools

Recommendations

New to all this? Look into attending a Fuel Management 
101 workshop for fleet managers as a great start to 
learning more about the best practices highlighted in this 
guide – and many more practices!

Old hand? Consider enrolling your drivers in SmartDriver 
training sooner rather than later. Or choose a staff member 
to participate in NRCan’s “Train the Trainer” program. Both 
options are free!
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What’s this all about?

Tell me about it!

“Idling gets you nowhere.” We’ve all heard this message 
by now. But vehicle operators may still justify idling as 
necessary to getting their job done. Drivers of heavy-duty 
municipal fleet vehicles regularly idle to warm up the engine 
and to keep it warm when stopped at a job site; to keep 
the heat or air conditioning on; and to provide electrical 
power to truck-mounted equipment. 

What are the costs associated with idling?

Idling uses 3.2 litres of fuel per hour and has been linked 
to increased engine wear and the need for more frequent 
oil changes.26 That costs money. It also affects our 
environment and our health. 

Idling engines emit GHGs that contribute to climate 
change.

Idling engines emit CACs, known contributors to smog 
and acid rain. These have been shown to cause asth-
ma, cancer, heart problems and other health issues.

Table 3:  
Estimated emission rates for idling heavy-duty  
diesel vehicles

What are the options?

Municipalities are already implementing a variety of 
technology-based solutions to curb engine idling:

Auxiliary power units (APUs) provide a more fuel-
efficient source of heat, air conditioning and electrical 
power than idling the engine.

Direct fired heaters (DFHs) are similar to APUs, but 
provide only climate control.

Block heaters on timers can be set to turn on a few 
hours before the vehicle is used to warm up the engine 
block. This decreases required warm-up idling time.

Remote ignition controls for bucket trucks allow the 
engine to be shut off and restarted remotely when the 
operator needs to move the bucket.

LED lighting systems use about one-tenth the power of 
standard emergency lights, and can be powered by the 
vehicle battery.

Engine shut-down systems automatically shut off the 
engine after a pre-determined period of idling‚ typically 
five minutes. 

These solutions work best when used in tandem with 
behaviour-based approaches, as part of a broader idle-
reduction plan. Behaviour-based approaches may include:

idle-reduction training for drivers;

incentive programs to encourage drivers to shut down 
their vehicles, rather than idle; and 

 establishing idle-free policies. 

 “Okay, I’m interested. Let’s have a closer look.”

Take a look at Table 4, which lists the top three, most 
widely applicable anti-idling solutions: APUs, DFHs and 
block heaters.

At the end of this section, we’ll provide leads to investigate  
the other, previously-mentioned solutions.  

26 Lower operating temperatures are reported to reduce the efficiency of the combustion process, resulting in increased soot deposits. Further, they can lead to condensation in the crankcase.  
Both of these effects accelerate engine wear and lead to the need for more-frequent engine overhauls.

27 Source: Stodolsky, F.; Gaines, L. and Vyas, A. – Argonne National Laboratory,” Analysis of Technology Options to Reduce the Fuel Consumption of Idling Trucks,” June, 2000.  
http://www.osti.gov/energycitations/servlets/purl/771201-W46BqD/native/771201.PDF. 

28 Source: Lim, H. – US EPA, “Study of Exhaust Emissions from Idling Heavy-Duty Diesel Trucks and Commercially Available Idle-Reducing Devices,” 2002.  
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/retrofit/documents/r02025.pdf.

29 Source: Zietsman, J.; Villa, J.C.; Forrest, T.L. and Storey, J.M. – Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University, “Mexican Truck Idling Emissions at the El Paso – Ciudad Juarez Border  
Location,” November, 2005. http://swutc.tamu.edu/publications/technicalreports/473700-00033-1.pdf

30 Source: Broderick, C.J. et al. Effects of Engine Speed and Accessory Load on Idling Emissions from Heavy Duty Diesel Truck Engines. 2002.

31 Based on Environment Canada’s emissions factor for diesel fuel burned in heavy-duty diesel vehicles of 2,730 g CO
2
/L fuel and the average idling fuel consumption rate of 3.2L/hour.

Emission Estimated 

emission 

rates (g/h)

CACs: Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 55.027 – 144.028

Particulate matter (PM) 1.129 – 2.627

Hydrocarbons (HC) 3.530 – 12.530

Carbon monoxide 
(CO)

26.330 – 94.230

GHCs 873631
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Table 4:  
Top 3 anti-idling technologies

Anti-idling 

technology

Description Key feature

Auxiliary 
power unit 
(APU)

An APU consists of a small engine that provides power to heat and cool 
the cab, as well as to power accessories, heat the engine and charge 
the start battery. 

The APU may be powered by diesel or via deep-cycle batteries 
recharged by the engine during normal operation. The APU may be 
as simple as a small diesel engine that runs a generator. This in turn 
powers accessories, including an air conditioner. Heating is provided by 
hot coolant from the APU. More-complex APUs comprise an engine, 
compressor and alternator (integrated APUs). These systems use the 
truck’s HVAC system for heating and cooling, and include an inverter/
charger to power accessories. Battery-powered APUs use stored 
electricity to power accessories, including an air conditioner and a diesel-
fired heater. 

APUs offer the potential 
for significant cost savings 
and emissions reductions. 
They represent the most 
comprehensive on-board 
technology available to 
replace idling.

 

Direct fired 
heater 
(DFH) 

A DFH may provide heat to the cab and/or to the engine. DFHs that 
provide cab heat only are typically diesel powered. They supply heat from 
a combustion flame to a small heat exchanger. A battery pack powers a 
fan that helps circulate heat through the cab. Those that heat both the 
cab and engine use the residual heat in the coolant. This type of DFH 
is integrated into the truck’s heat exchanger, to circulate residual heat to 
both the cab and engine.

DFHs are inexpensive and 
have a very short payback 
time. Because minimal 
fuel is consumed, they are 
economical to operate and 
have extremely low emissions 
compared to idling. However, 
since they cannot be used to 
power accessories or provide 
cooling, they may appear less 
attractive than APUs.

Block heater/ 
engine 
preheater

Engine block heaters use power from electrical outlets in municipal yards, 
where vehicles are parked overnight to heat the engine block. Two basic 
types of heaters exist. The conventional heater is directly installed into 
the engine’s coolant jacket. The conduction heater is installed against 
the engine block or into a dry port of the engine. The heat generated is 
distributed throughout the engine by the convective flow of the warmed 
coolant. 

Where electrified parking spaces are not available, engine preheaters 
provide similar features, though at greater cost. These are small, diesel-
fired units that preheat the coolant to more than 80°C, to eliminate 
cold starts and remove the need for warm-up idling. Automatic timers 
or ambient air temperature sensors can be set to start the heater 
automatically. These may incorporate a hydraulic heater to heat hydraulic 
fluids at the same time. 

An extremely low-cost option 
where electrified parking 
spaces are available in 
municipal yards. This option is 
limited to reducing warm-up 
idling, however.
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What will it cost me?

APUs can cost anywhere from $3,500 to $10,000. The 
Canadian Trucking Alliance reports the average cost is 
$7,750. Annual maintenance cost is estimated as high  
as $500.32

DFHs cost an estimated annual $1,50033 to $1,750.34 
Annual maintenance cost is estimated at $110.35 

Block heaters cost from $50 to $10036 and have a 
negligible annual maintenance cost. The purchase cost  
of an engine preheater ranges from $1,300 to $5,000.37

Table 5:  

Fuel savings potential of anti-idling technologies

What can I save?

Fuel! Money! Air quality!

Reduced idling means reduced fuel use – but by how 
much? Overall fuel savings these technologies offer 
depend on the vehicle’s idling profile and how much 
the technology is used. Based on an average fuel 
consumption of 3.2 litres per hour for a Class 8 truck, 
possible per-hour fuel savings are outlined in Table 5.

Idle reduction  

approach

% fuel savings  

over idling

APU 76%38 

DFH 94%39

Block heater  
(engine shut down)

100%

Engine preheater 72%40

32 Rounded from $527.42 from: http://www.cumminsonan.com

33 Source: US EPA. http://www.epa.gov/otaq/smartway/calculator/loancalc.htm#single

34 Source: Espar. http://www.espar.com/html/service/calculator/calculator_can.html

35 Source: American Transportation Research Institute. 2006. http://www.atri-online.org/research/results/Idle%20Survey%20One%20Page%20Summary.pdf

36 Personal Consultation, Fort Garry Industries, Mississauga, ON, August 2010.

37 Source: Clean Air Fleets, a program of the Regional Air Quality Council, Denver, Colorado. http://cleanairfleets.org/programs/technologies/

38 The estimated fuel consumption of the APU of 0.76 L/h [(cited in Canadian Trucking Alliance, 2007; RMI (Ogburn), 2007; and Lim (2005)] represents a 2.4 L/h (76%) fuel savings over idling.

39 Fuel consumption for a typical DFH has been estimated at between 0.15 (cited in Lim, 2002) and 0.23 (Espar) L/h. An average value of 0.19 L/h will be employed for the purposes of this analysis. 
This represents a 3.0 L/h (94%) fuel savings over idling.

40 Source: Regional Air Quality Council, “Clean Air Fleets Diesel Retrofit Program: Denver Front Range – Program Report”, September, 2006. http://www.cleanairfleets.org

41 MJ Ervin reported that the average price of diesel across Canada on August 31, 2010 was 99.5¢. It’s being rounded up here to facilitate the calculations. http://www.mjervin.com/WPPS_Public.htm

Example: A Class 8 dump truck operator 
shuts off the engine and switches on the APU 
to keep the A/C on in the cab while waiting to 
be loaded up. He saves 2.4 litres of fuel per 
hour. At $1/litre,41 that’s $2.40 per hour. That 
may not sound like much, until you consider 
he may easily avoid an hour of idling every 
day. Over a year, that amounts to a savings of 
$600 – and that’s just one truck!
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Does it really work?

In 2008, the City of Winnipeg wanted to reduce idling in 
heavy-duty municipal equipment. The city’s water and 
waste operations presented a unique opportunity and 
challenge. Staff working on water and waste operations 
perform duties requiring equipment (engines) run 
continuously, for operations to remain safe and for staff to 
be kept comfortable. Water and waste operations must be 
conducted in the field for hours. The equipment involved 
in these applications – beyond supporting operational 
functions – is used as a sort of mobile office. 

These engines are often kept running to power tools and 
control the climate within the unit’s interior space. The 
City of Winnipeg’s water and waste vehicles are therefore 
deemed a higher fuel use group. Since idling in this case 
is required for effective water and waste operations, this 
equipment is not subject to the city’s anti-idling policy. The 
city therefore required a technological solution to reduce 
fuel consumption for its water and waste vehicles.

The city examined direct-fired heaters as a potential 
solution. However, consultations with city staff indicated 
staff used engine power for heating and cooling and for 
in-unit power needs. To address these needs, the city 
evaluated auxiliary power units available on the market. 

To trial APU technology, Winnipeg has installed APUs in 
16 vans used for water and waste operations. A separate 
control group, consisting of 16 additional water and waste 
units, has been set up so that real-world differences in 
fuel efficiency and fuel use can be measured. The trial is 
expected to indicate a significant reduction in fuel use and 
an increase in fuel efficiency for units outfitted with APU 
technology. Winnipeg estimates it can save up to 85 per 
cent of the fuel used during a period of idling. The city 
looks forward to tabulating more official results. For the time 
being, the APU trial was a significant step toward reducing 
fuel and GHG emissions in the heavy-duty municipal fleet.

42 Source: Storey, J.M.; Thomas, J.F.; Lewis, S.A.Sr.; Dam, T.Q; Edwards, K.D.; DeVault, G.L. and Retrossa, D.J., “Particulate Matter and Aldehyde Emissions From Idling Heavy-Duty Diesel 
Trucks,” 2003.

43 Storey et al, 2003 reported that the NOx, CO and HC are essentially negligible compared to the “best” truck idling cases.

44 Storey et al, 2003 reported that the fuel consumption and PM emissions are only a few per cent compared to truck idling.

%  

Reduction  

NOx

%  

Reduction  

PM

%  

Reduction  

HC

%  

Reduction  

CO

%  

Reduction  

CO
2

APU 50-97% 50-97% 50-97% 20-95% 60-85%

DFH >99%43 >95%44 >99% >99% >95%

Block heater 
(engine shut down)

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Engine preheater No data

Reduced idling also means reduced emissions. While GHG emissions will be reduced by the same proportion as fuel 
use, criteria air contaminants may be reduced even further, as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: 
Reductions in emissions using anti-idling technologies when compared to idling vehicles42
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Conditions for success

Technology-based alternatives to idling are typically 
most effective when combined with behaviour-based 
solutions. These solutions encourage drivers to correct 
misconceptions and alter bad habits. 

Driver education and using incentives to reduce idling are 
proven positive ways to encourage drivers to shut down 

their vehicles. An anti-idling policy, with enforcement such 
as spot-checks and fuel use tracking, is a more rigorous 
approach.

Chapter 4, Training and motivating, provides more 
information on this subject. Please also check out the 
following Tools section.

Tools

Recommendations

Look closely at the day-to-day operation of the various 
types of vehicles in your fleet. Talk to your vehicle 
operators. Where and when does idling occur? Why? 
It’s important to answer these questions before you can 
assess which approach, or combination of approaches, 
will work best for you.

A Model Idling Control Program for Municipal Fleets, May 2005

Report Prepared for Greater Toronto Area Clean Air Council (GTA-CAC) by the Clean Air Partnership: 
http://www.seatoskyairquality.ca/pdf/model_idling_program_05.pdf

NRCan’s Idle Free Zone for Communities and Government

Website dedicated to helping communities and environmental groups stop engine idling, to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions: http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/communities-government/idling.cfm

U.S. Department of Energy’s Idle Reduction Calculator: How Much Could You Save by Idling Less?

Printable worksheet: 
http://www.transportation.anl.gov/pdfs/TA/361.pdf

US EPA’s Verified Idle Reduction Technologies

Descriptions of idle-reduction technologies (not vendor specific) verified by the EPA to produce fuel- and/or 
emissions-savings benefits: http://www.epa.gov/smartway/transport/what-smartway/verified-technologies.htm#idle

Idle-reduction experiences, short video format on Big Truck TV: http://www.bigtrucktv.com/item.aspx?environment_anti_idle 
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Conclusion

Municipalities across Canada have the potential to reduce 
GHG and CAC emissions by greening their heavy-duty 
diesel fleets. Reducing the fuel consumed by heavy-duty 
diesel municipal fleets not only reduces GHGs and other 
emissions but also reduces overall operating costs of the 
fleet. Increasingly, cities and communities are acting to 
improve efficiency, reduce exhaust emissions and lower 
the number and size of heavy-duty diesel vehicles, as well 
as the length and frequency of trips. 

Each municipal heavy-duty diesel fleet is unique. It is 
therefore important to understand where the most potential 
lies to reduce emissions. The resources this guide 
provides will hopefully support decision-making processes 
and recommend steps to help you plan for a greener 
municipal fleet.

Decision makers, fleet managers (and their networks and 
associations) and fleet industry stakeholders can all benefit 
from open dialogue about what is working and what is not. 
By measuring impacts of actions to reduce emissions, 
everyone will benefit further. This approach will also  
help decision makers evaluate the best ways to allocate 
limited resources.

We hope this guide will inspire you to further investigate 
and discuss ways to achieve greener fleets within  
your municipality. 
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CAC from 

diesel  

exhaust 

Description Key impacts on health Key impacts on  

the environment45

NOx Formed when 
nitrogen and 
oxygen atoms 
in the air react 
under the high 
pressure and 
temperature 
conditions in 
the engine 

Component of smog

Smog can damage lung tissue 
and reduce respiratory function.

Too much nitrogen in lakes and 
rivers can cause reduced fish 
populations.

Contributes to smog and acid 
rain

Smog can damage vegetation, 
including forests and crops.

Acid rain causes damage to 
homes and buildings (soiling 
and corrosion) and can acidify 
lakes and rivers, damaging fish 
habitats.

PM Ultra-fine 
carbon 
particles onto 
which are 
adsorbed 
organic 
materials

Particles are small enough to be 
aspired deep into the lungs.

Inhalation causes respiratory 
illness and heart problems.

Many of the organics adsorbed 
on the surface are known muta-
gens or carcinogens.

Contributes to smog (See effects 
above.) 

HC Unburned fuel Carcinogenic

Component of smog

Contributes to smog (See effects 
above.)

CO Produced 
when the 
combustion 
process is not 
complete

Reduces the amount of oxygen 
in the blood (particularly hazard-
ous to anyone suffering from 
heart disease)

Affects central nervous system 
(vision problems and other)

Contributes to smog (See effects 
above.)

Appendix A: Impact of diesel exhaust on human health and the environment 

45  Source: US EPA. http://www.epa.gov/air/urbanair/index.html 

Appendices
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Appendix B: Glossary of terms

Automated vehicle locating system (AVL): Navigation 
system that relies on satellite- or cellular-based data to 
provide location information directly to the driver within 
the vehicle. Also allows the vehicle to transmit data such 
as location, route, speed and performance back to 
headquarters. 

Auxiliary power unit (APU): A vehicle device that provides 
energy for functions other than propulsion.

Block heater: An electric heater that heats a vehicle’s 
engine to ease starting in cold weather.

Baseline: A point of reference from which other 
measurements can be made. 

Benchmarking: Comparing your fleet against a standard – 
for example, a baseline or goal to be achieved.

Carbon dioxide (CO
2
): A greenhouse gas, associated  

with global climate change, that results from the 
combustion of biomass (wood waste) and fossil fuels.

Criteria air contaminant (CAC): A group of air pollutants 
that cause smog, acid rain and other health hazards. 
CACs include emissions of sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide 
(CO), lead (Pb) and ground-level ozone (O3). CACs 
are emitted from many sources in industry, mining, 
transportation, electricity generation and agriculture. In 
most cases, CACs are produced by the combustion of 
fossil fuels or industrial processes.

Direct fired heater (DFH): A vehicle device that provides 
energy for climate control.

Geographic information system (GIS): Any system 
that captures, stores, analyzes, manages and presents 
data that are then linked to location. GIS includes 
mapping software and its application to remote sensing, 
land surveying, aerial photography, mathematics, 
photogrammetry, geography and other tools that can 
be implemented with GIS software. Usually used in 
combination with GPS. 

Global positioning system (GPS): A network of Earth-
orbiting satellites that allows people with ground receivers 
to pinpoint geographic locations. Its accuracy is anywhere 
from 100 to 10 metres, with most equipment.

Greenhouse gas (GHG): Gas in an atmosphere that 
absorbs and emits radiation within the thermal infrared 
range. This process is the underlying cause of the 
greenhouse effect. The main greenhouse gases in the 
Earth’s atmosphere are water vapour, carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide and ozone.

Heavy-duty vehicle (HDV): Class 6 through Class 8  
vehicle with gross vehicle weight rating of 3,856 kg  
(8,500 pounds) or more.

Life cycle accounting (also known as full-cost or  

triple-bottom-line accounting): An accounting method that 
considers the total cost of products and services, including 
purchase price, operating costs, lifespan and disposal 
costs. It also considers the environmental, health and 
social costs involved in using products and services.

Performance measurement: The ongoing monitoring 
and reporting of program accomplishments, particularly 
progress toward pre-established goals.

Spec’ing: The process of determining vehicle 
specifications.

Tombstone data: Identifying vehicle information such as 
make, model, year and vehicle identification number.
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